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ABSTRACT: 

In the current paper, the rise time of the exciting voltage on the characteristics of the DC corona 

discharge in a coaxial electrode system is presented. The current one-dimensional simulation study 

focused on the distribution of the plasma species (ions and electrons as well as the excited atoms) 

during two different times of the applied voltage climb was classified as a fast rise time (615 ns) and 

a slow rise time (2710 ns). The growth time of the corona excited voltage was controlled by the external 

feed RC circuit that connected with the central electrode. The simulation results have reveal that the 

corona inception which occurs at a fast rise time produces more dense plasma charged species, while 

the density of the excited atoms is not much affected by the applied voltage climb time. The density 

of excited atoms tends more to depend on the rise time of the exciting voltage at the steady state. 
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 الموصل ، العراق قسم الفيزياء، كلية التربية للعلوم الصرفة، جامعة الموصل، *1
 قسم الفزياء، كلية هندسة االلكترونيات، جامعة نينوى، الموصل، العراق 2

 الخالصة
في هذا البحث ، تم عرض تأثير زمن ارتفاع الجهد المطبق على خصااااااااا ا تفري  االيليل للتيار المسااااااااتمر في تكوين قط  

 ي متحد المحور. ركزت دراسااااااااااااااة المحاياا الحالية حات البعد الوا د على التوزين المااني لونونات واكلكترونات وكذل  ا نواع يهربا
نانوثانية( لجهد التفري  المطبق. تم التحام   2710نانوثانية( ووقت االرتفاع البطيء    615المتحمساااااة خن  زمن الصاااااعود السااااارين  

المتصااااالة باللط  الكهربا ي المركزش. تكاااااام نتا   المحاياا له بدااة الهالة التي   RCمطبق بواساااااطة دا را في وقت ارتفاع الجهد ال
هد  تحدث في وقت ارتفاع ساااااارين تنت  لنواعوا ماااااااحونة بالبنزما ليير كيافة ، بينما ال تتأثر كيافة الذرات الميارا كييروا بزمن ارتفاع الج

قت ارتفاع الجهد الميير في الحالة المساااااتلرا  لش عندما اصااااال الجهد المطبق المطبق. تميل كيافة الذرات الميارا إلى االعتماد على و 
من لهم لنواع البنزما المتأننة ويمان تصاانيفها ناامن فلة التفري  ال ااتيي التأنن. تساات دم  الهالةإلى قيمة الذروا اليابتة(. تصااريفات 

في الهواء عند ال اغ    الهالةات  يغر فقدرا إنتاج تالتطبيلات على  د العدند من هذه . تعتمالهالةالعمليات الصانايية الم تلفة تصاريفات  
( ، وهو ناااااااغ  مرتفن نسااااااابيوا لعمليات التفري  الكهربا ية بااااااااال عام. تتطل  العدند من تطبيلات تفري  الهالة حات  جو  1القياساااااااي  
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لاة كبيرا. بع  هاذه التطبيلاات هي معاالجاة لبنزماا لتحليق معاالجاة فعااالتركيز على انتااج االنواع الفعاالاة لال ااااااااااااااغ  الجوش العملياة  
 ا غذاة والتطبيلات الطبية الحيوية.

 
 الكهربا ية الجهد،  الزمن، الفولتية، الهالة  :الكلمات المفتاحية

 
INTRODUCTION 

Corona discharges are one of the most important types of ionized plasma and they can be 

categorized in the class of weakly ionized discharge. When a high positive or negative electric potential 

is provided at the sharp conductor, the neutral gas surrounding the sharp electrode (cathode) is ionized 

and subjected to electron drift as a result of the high electric field produced by the interaction of the 

high potential and short conductor curvature radius. Different industrial processes use corona 

discharges. Numerous of these applications are predicated on the ability to create corona discharges in 

air at standard pressure (1 bar), which is a relatively high pressure for electrical discharges in general. 

Many practical atmospherically pressure corona discharge applications require a high plasma chemical 

to achieve large effective processing. Some of these applications are food treatment and biomedical 

applications [1]. The application of the corona discharge proved to have a positive influence in this 

field of cold plasma applications [2]. Plasma chemical species can extinguish different 

microorganisms, destroying not just their membranes but also the DNA of bacteria and viruses [3]. 

Corona discharge can occur in both AC and DC high voltage systems. In comparison to corona 

discharges induced by AC high voltage sources, quick rise time high voltage pulses are known to 

provide greater plasma-chemical efficiency and a smaller average gas temperature rise [4-7]. The high 

density of plasma chemicals is desirable in many applications. The climb time of applied voltage plays 

a vital role in the corona discharge characteristics and especially the discharge current in the negative 

corona [8]. In the current study, we investigated the excitation of corona discharge in helium gas in a 

coaxial electrodes system for diverse rise times of the applied voltage and the impact of the excitation 

rise time on the spatial distribution of the excited atoms. 

 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

In the current model, a coaxial electrode system, similar to the system of reference [8], filled 

with pure Helium gas at atmospheric pressure was considered. The applied voltage is a DC with Vpeak 

equal to -1 kV that energizes the central electrode of radius ri. The length of the inner electrode was 

taken as dz 0.1 mm. The distance between the electrodes is 50 mm. RC circuit has been connected in 

series with the system to stop this avalanche from growing unabatedly. Based on the features of the 

external circuit, the voltage which feeds to the central electrode can be raised from the zero to the 

maximum value for various rise times. There are two types of rising times: quick and slow rise times. 

The well-known hydrodynamic model is used to create the governing equations for this model [9-11]. 

Comsol multiphysics was used to solve the governing equation. The set of continuity equations was 

taken into consideration in determining the generation and dissipation rates of the primary three main 

discharge species, namely positive ions, electrons, and excited atoms. The primary elements of the 

model equations that describe how electrons and other species entities migrate are diffusion and 

drifting velocity. Poisson's equation may be used to calculate how the accumulation of space charges 

will impact the electrical field. In the current model, we neglected the convection of electrons brought 

on by fluid motion. For the solution of the electrical potential and charged species, Poisson's equation 

and the continuity equations have been used respectively [10]: 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝑛𝑒) + 𝛻. [−𝑛𝑒(𝝁𝒆 ∙ �⃑⃑� ) − 𝑫𝒆 ∙ 𝛻𝑛𝑒] = 𝑺𝒆        (1) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝑛𝑝) + 𝛻. [−𝑛𝑝(𝝁𝒑 ∙ �⃑⃑� ) − 𝑫𝒑 ∙ 𝛻𝑛𝑝] + E ∙ 𝜞𝒆 = 𝑺𝒑        (2) 
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Where Se is the electron source and the energy loss due to inelastic collisions and Sp will define 

later. E is the electric field. The electron diffusivity De, and energy diffusivity are computed from the 

electron mobility e using the relations: 

𝑫𝒆 = 𝝁𝒆𝑻𝒆        (3) 

𝑫𝒑 =
𝟓

𝟑
𝝁𝒆𝑻𝒆        (4) 

Te is the electron temperature. The plasma chemistry uses rate coefficients to derive the source 

coefficients in the aforementioned equations. The equation of the mass fraction is solved for non-

electron species. The electrostatic field is calculated by the equation; 

𝛻. 𝜀𝛻𝑉 = −        (5) 

The combination of charge particles density   between the electrodes greatly affects the 

distribution of the Laplace field and can be calculated by equation 5. In general, the distance between 

the powered and grounded electrodes in the corona discharge system can be divided into two regions. 

The first region is the region of the ionization process, which is a small region around the powered 

electrode where the reactions of producing positive ions occur. The second region is the region of 

electron diffusion towards the ground electrode. The boundary conditions of positive ions are 

determined based on the continuity equation the density of positive ions is zero at the cathode and 

ground as for the boundary conditions of the electron. It consists of two conditions: the first is that the 

rate of change of the electron density at the ground electrode is zero and the second condition depends 

on the number of secondary electrons emitted from the cathode resulting from the collision of positive 

ions with the cathode and the secondary emission coefficient.  

nsec   =  𝛾 𝑛𝑝𝑐

𝜇𝑝

𝜇𝑒
               (6) 

Where nsec represents the density of the on the electrode and npc is the density of positive ions on the 

electrode. The value of γ was taken equal to 0.001 [8]. In the current model, a pure He gas is used as a 

discharge gas under atmospheric conditions. Three main species were considered in the current model 

included positive ions, excited, and electrons. The list of the plasma species reactions was taken from 

Zhang et al., [12]. During this model, the working helium gas temperature is preserved constant at (293 
oK). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The coaxial discharge system was excited by a negative high voltage of 1 kV via the RC circuit 

which connected with the powered electrode. The rise time of the applied voltage was controlled by 

varying the value of R where the C is kept constant at 1 pF.  

Fast rise time: 

Using 100 k for the series resistance produces a rise time of the applied voltage of 615 ns. To 

investigate the behavior of the charged species and the excited helium atoms before and after the 

corona inception, the densities of these species were analyzed at different stages of the applied voltage. 

In the following discussion, the characteristics of the corona discharge will be examined during the 

rise time of the applied voltage at five-time intervals which are the times that correspond to values 

(10% 25% 50% 75% 100%) of the applied voltage. Figure 1 shows the applied voltage during the fast 

and slow rise time. 
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1. t=1.4610-8 s (when Vapp =10% of Vp)  

At this time the applied voltage which represents 10% of the maximum voltage, and the density 

of electrons, excited atoms, and positive ions are shown in figure 1. It can be observed a constant 

distribution of all the plasma species along the distance between the electrodes and the value of these 

particles is in the range of the initial value. The uniform distribution indicates that the applied voltage 

is much less than the corona inception voltage. A remarkable notice in figure 2 is that there is a decrease 

in the electron density near the powered electrode due to the negative applied voltage. 

 
2. t=1.4610-8 s (when Vapp =25% of Vp) 

As time goes on the applied voltage increase and it reaches 25% from the maximum value at 

t=1.4610-8 s. Figure 3 depicted, that at this time, the density of electrons decreases in the vicinity of 

the discharge electrode due to the action of applied negative potential. The electrons start to move 

towards the ground electrode but since that applied voltage is still under the inception voltage, therefore 

the electrons cannot gain enough energy for excitation and ionization processes. So, the density of the 

ions and excited atoms is almost constant along the discharge channel where its values are in the range 

of initial values. 

 

Fig. 1. Applied voltage during the fast and slow rise time 

 

Fig. 2. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial 

distribution along the distance between the electrodes at 

t=1.4610-8 s (V=10% Vp) 
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3. t=9.5410-8 s (when Vapp =50% of Vp) 

At this time, the applied voltage reaches 50% of the peak value. The spatial distribution of plasma 

species is shown in figure 4. It can be seen that the clouds of electrons and positive ions are created 

near the powered electrode (R=~2 mm) due to the ionization processes. Under the effect of the applied 

electric field, the electrons move away from the central electrode gaining enough ionization energy. 

This is revealed clearly by an increase in the positive ion density. The generated positive ions drift 

toward the discharge electrode under the influence of the applied voltage. The increase in the density 

of the electrons and positive ions indicates that the applied voltage reached the corona inception 

voltage. Figure 3 illustrates that the density of the excited atoms is still in the range of the initial value 

with a uniform distribution between the electrodes. However, this can be ascribed to the non-uniform 

electric field that gives sufficient energy to the initial electrons to produce ionization processes rather 

than excitation. 

 
4. t=20.210-8 s (when Vapp =75% of Vp) 

Figure 5 depicts the spatial distribution of the electrons, ions, and excited atoms when the applied 

voltage reaches 75% of the peak value. It can be noticed that the continuation of the movement of 

electrons away from the negative voltage electrode and drifting towards the ground electrode. A 

noticeable separation between the electrons swarms from the positive ions with increasing in the 

 

Fig. 3. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution along the 

distance between the electrodes at t=4.510-8 s (V=25% Vp) 

 

Fig. 4. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution along 

the distance between the electrodes at t=9.5410-8 s (V=50% Vp) 
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density of both types of charged species. Although at this time, the applied voltage reached the corona 

inception voltage while the density of the excited atom is still unaffected by the local charge creation.  

 
5. t=8.6910-6 s (when Vapp = Vp) 

At t=8.6910-6 s, the applied voltage reaches the maximum applied voltage. As shown in figure 

5, the separation between the positive ions and electrons clouds becomes very obvious. In addition to 

that, a noticeable increase in the density of the positive ions can be observed along with the discharge 

channel. The peak of the positive ions cloud can be seen at (R=2 mm) from the corona electrode. Figure 

6 reveals the uneven distribution of the electrons along the distance between the electrodes. It can be 

also seen that there are two peaks of the electrons with unequal amplitude. The maximum peak is 

located after the mid-gap between the electrodes (R~15 mm) which is resulted from electron diffusion 

far away from the ionization region while the second peak is found located at (R~15 mm) from the 

powered electrode. The second peak could be resulted from secondary electrons emission from the 

cathode due to the positive ions bombardment. Although the applied voltage reached the maximum 

value, the density of excited atoms is still constant and in the range of the initial value. This indicates 

that the applied voltage variation with time gives high energy to the electrons to make ionization 

processes rather than excitation. 

 
After the time of the maximum value of the applied voltage (i.e., t>8.6910-6 s), the discharge 

reached the steady state with (dV/dt =0). During this phase, the spatial distribution of the excited atoms 

was examined at different times. Figure 7 shows the distribution of helium excited atoms at t=3.910-

 

Fig. 5. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution along the distance 

between the electrodes at t=20.210-8 s (V=75% Vp) 

 

Fig. 6. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution along the distance 

between the electrodes at t=8.6910-6 s (V=100% Vp) 
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5, 5.6810-5, 17.510-5, and 15.110-4 s from the beginning of the applied voltage. It can be noticed 

the uneven distribution of the excited atoms along the distance between the electrodes during these 

times. The spatial behavior of the excited atoms reveals a peak close to the powered electrode located 

at (R~2.5 to 3 mm). The density of these excited atoms decreases exponentially along the discharge 

channel. This distribution takes the shape of the electric field around the central electrode in the coaxial 

system. When the positive ions bombard the powered electrode, the released electrons start to 

accelerate in the non-uniform field. After a short distance and due to the high electric field it acquired 

enough energy to excite the helium atoms and thus a peak of the excited atoms is obtained. 

 
Slow rise time: 

To get a complete vision of how the rise time of the applied voltage impacts the density of the 

excited atoms in a helium corona discharge, the series resistor with the inner corona electrode was 

changed to 500 ohm. This resistance produces a rise time of 2710 ns, which is slow compared to the 

last case. 

 

1. t=2.1210-8 s (when Vapp = 10% of Vp) 

When the applied voltage rises to 10% of the maximum voltage, the spatial distribution of the 

plasma charged species and excited atoms show similar behavior to what was observed in the case of 

fast rise time as shown in figure 8. This happen because there is not much difference in the rise time 

of the applied voltage during this short time. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution along the distance between 

the electrodes at different times during the applied voltage steady state (for fast time of applied 

voltage). 

 

Fig. 8. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution along the distance 

between the electrodes at t=2.1210-8 s (V=10% Vp) 
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For better differentiation, it is good to examine the spatial distribution of the plasma species at 

the time of Vapp is equal to 50% of Vp. 

 

2. t=91.010-8 s (when Vapp = 50% of Vp) 

 
Figure 9 depicts the electrons, ions, and excited atom's distribution along with the discharge 

channel during the time at which the applied voltage reached 50% of its maximum value. It can be 

seen that until this time the applied voltage is not enough to create a noticeable difference in the species 

distribution. This could be attributed to the low value of (dV/dt) which cannot give enough energy to 

electrons to produce excitation or ionization. 

 

3. t=9.1010-7 s (when Vapp = 75% of Vp) 

The applied voltage reached 75% of its highest value during this time, t=9.1010-7 s. As shown 

in figure 10, the electron density is affect clearly with the applied voltage where the density of the 

electrons shows a peak value at d~10 mm from the cathode with a peak value of 1013 cm-3. This position 

of the peak value of the cloud of electrons is located at distance far from the case of fast rise time. This 

happened because the electrons can travel a great distance away from the cathode during the slow rise 

climb of the applied voltage. 

 
4. t=8.610-6 s (when Vapp = Vp) 

When the applied voltage reaches the peak value after a long time compared to the previous case, 

the characteristics of the corona discharge along the distance between the electrodes show different 

behaviors. As illustrated in figure 11, there is no clear peak for the positive ions cloud like what was 

 

Fig. 9. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution 

along the distance between the electrodes at t=91.010-8 s (V=50% 

Vp) 

 

Fig. 10. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial space along the distance 

between the electrodes at t=1.3310-6 s (V=75% Vp) 
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obtained in figure 5 for the case of the fast climb time of the corona excited voltage. In addition to that 

the density of the positive ions is less than the density in the previous case. The electrons distribution 

shows also a difference from the case of the fast rise time. The peak of the electrons cloud is located 

at distance near the ground electrode with less density compared to the case of the fast rise time of the 

applied voltage. 

For all the aforementioned times of the corona excited voltage, the density of the excited atoms 

shows no obvious difference from the last case. This indicates that the electron excitation reactions do 

not play a significant role during the voltage development phase. 

 
By comparison with the previous case, the spatial distribution of excited helium atoms was 

examined during the voltage steady state (i.e., dV/dt =0) at different times. 

 
Figure 12 shows the distribution of helium excited atoms at t=3.910-5, 5.6810-5, 17.510-5, 

and 15.110-4 s from the beginning of the applied voltage. It can be noticed that the distribution of the 

excited atoms along the distance between the electrodes is similar to the distribution of the excited 

atoms in the case of the fast climb time of the corona excited voltage. The spatial behavior of the 

excited atoms reveals a peak close to the powered electrode located at (R~2.5 to 3 mm). The main 

difference is the excited atoms in the current case are lower than in the previous one. This indicates 

that the number of positive ions that collide with the cathode is less than the case of fast rise time of 

the applied voltage. The relatively low production of the excited atoms during the slow rise time of the 

applied voltage compare with the case of the fast rise time is similar to what was obtained by Lei1weke 

et al., [13] in a high pressure dielectric barrier discharge. 

 

Fig. 11. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution along the space 

between the electrodes at t=8.6910-6 s (V=100% Vp) 

 

Fig. 12. Electrons, positive ions and excited atoms spatial distribution along the space between 

the electrodes during the steady state of the applied voltage (for slow time of applied voltage) 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

The present work has reports the numerical simulation of the corona discharge in coaxial 

electrode configuration at atmospheric pressure. The study focused on the role of the growth time of 

the applied voltage on the plasma characteristics. In a nutshell, this paper showed that using the slow 

rise of the excited voltage in the coaxial corona discharge system has produced a relatively low density 

of electrons and positive ions compared with the fast growth time of the applied voltage. For both cases 

of the rise time (fast and slow) of the applied voltage, and during the time of voltage rise up, the density 

of excited atoms is still unaffected. When the applied voltage reached the steady state, an increase in 

the density of the excited atoms is obtained. Under the case of the voltage steady state, the excited 

atoms which are produced by fast rise time are higher than the excited atoms are produced by slow rise 

time. 
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